Existing Rules and Procedures

American litigators are accustomed to hearing the federal judiciary, and an increasing number of state judges as well, say, whenever a discovery question is raised, that they believe in "liberal" discovery. Indeed, there is a popular lawyers' fantasy in which a judge who has become bored with the usual litany explains to counsel at the first pre-trial conference that he believes in "conservative" discovery, that a man's private documents, for example, are his castle and that no drawbridge will be lowered over the moat without some semblance of a reason articulated in advance.

But there is one area in which, by common perception, something like this fantasy is the norm, the obtaining of pre-trial discovery and relevant trial evidence outside the United States for use in American litigation. When American litigants wish access to witnesses, documents or things located beyond this nation's territorial boundaries, they must accommodate their desires to the fact that their local discovery principles and practices differ from the litigation rules and traditions which are the norms in most other nations.

1. Foreign Attitudes Toward American Discovery

Foreign sovereigns and their officials frequently express concern when American discovery procedures or those of any other state extend to their territory, their citizens, and their various other interests. These concerns based on territorial sovereignty are heightened, however, in the case of American pre-trial discovery because of the way in which its procedures often are controlled in practice almost entirely by counsel rather than by a court exercising day-to-day supervision. The resulting virtually boundless sweep of the pre-trial procedures presently permitted by many American courts is so completely alien to the procedure in most other jurisdictions that an attitude of suspicion and hostility is created, which sometimes causes discovery which would be considered proper, even narrow, in this country to be regarded as a fishing expedition elsewhere.
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Under American procedural rules, pre-trial discovery involves both the process by which counsel learn about the facts in issue and the methods by which they preserve testimony, obtain written admissions and authenticate documents for introduction at trial. Both processes may be at work simultaneously, and pre-trial discovery procedures ordinarily overlap with, and can be co-extensive with, the preparation of relevant evidence in a form suitable for introduction at trial. However, since Rule 26(b)(1) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and its state analogues permit discovery of anything which "appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence," the scope of discovery may be very much broader than the limits of competent and material evidence. This type of overlapping is substantially unlike the situation in either Civil-Law or other Common-Law jurisdictions, so that non-American courts and commentators face both conceptual and linguistic difficulties in understanding American discovery procedures and meshing them with their own processes. Broadly speaking, they distinguish between "discovery" and "evidence" when they discuss American procedures.

In other Common-Law countries, where the use of pre-trial procedures differs from current American practice in permitting little discovery of matters not themselves relevant for trial, American "discovery" often is spoken of as the portion of pre-trial discovery not within the realm of competent, material and admissible evidence. To such commentators, the two spheres are mutually exclusive.

Civil-Law systems, on the other hand, do not share the Common-Law concept of a trial as a separate, isolated episode of litigation, so that the Common-Law notion of pre-trial testimony or discovery of documents which is preliminary to, but not necessarily an integrated part of, a judicial proceeding is an unfamiliar one. Civil lawyers sometimes experience difficulty in analyzing when an "action" has "commenced" in a Common-Law court and may use the term "discovery" to mean all proceedings occurring in a Common-Law system which are not conducted by a court, without regard to whether all or a part of the discovered material would be admissible in evidence at a trial.

Due to these conceptual and linguistic factors, it sometimes is difficult to determine the extent to which foreign reluctance to cooperate in American pre-trial discovery procedures is the result of misunderstandings and the extent to which it is based on a dislike for the philosophies which underlie them.

The clash of perspectives is particularly intense in the Civil-Law countries, where an American litigant encounters the doctrine of "judicial sovereignty" — the set of rules and customs by which the courts do not merely
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supervise private parties' role in the gathering of evidence but themselves take the primary role in obtaining and presenting evidence. American counsel conducting an unsupervised deposition or the inspection of documents in American fashion in a Civil-Law country may be improperly performing a public judicial act which is seen as infringing the foreign state's judicial sovereignty unless special authorization has been granted.

The skepticism with which some nations view what they see as overly intrusive unsupervised discovery procedures or as efforts to give extraterritorial application to American antitrust and securities laws over the past thirty years has led to the enactment of foreign "protective" or "blocking" legislation designed expressly to limit the sweep of American discovery. Typical of this development are such statutes as the Province of Ontario's Business Records Protection Act, the United Kingdom's Shipping Contracts and Commercial Documents Act, and Canada's 1976 Uranium Information Security Regulations.

In contrast to this restrictive approach taken by foreign governments with regard to discovery of their citizens in a relatively small number of highly publicized and rather political cases, there is an important countertrend toward a broadening of the scope of discovery available outside the United States under certain circumstances. This countertrend is based on an increasing but still imperfect familiarity with American discovery procedures on the part of foreign officials and lawyers and a perceived willingness of foreign courts to be helpful where possible in applying them in ordinary civil and commercial matters. It parallels a gradually increasing awareness on the part of American courts and attorneys that they must tailor their discovery procedures in the light of foreign rules and perceptions.
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2. Shipping Contracts and Commercial Documents Act, 1964, c.87.
II. Situations in Which Discovery Abroad Is Necessary

Discovery abroad may be necessary in American litigation under a variety of circumstances. Perhaps the most common situation is the one in which discovery of evidence suitable for use at trial is needed from a nonparty witness located abroad, over whom no American court has any semblance of personal jurisdiction.\(^4\) In addition, there is a growing trend toward favoring use of discovery abroad as a preferred method for obtaining information from foreign parties to United States litigation under certain circumstances.

One such situation is that in which a named defendant is a foreign firm whose amenability to personal jurisdiction in the United States is asserted on the basis of the presence of an American subsidiary or some other arguable *prima facie* evidence of necessary minimum contacts. It is generally accepted that, after an appropriate preliminary showing, the American tribunal has sufficient jurisdiction at this point to authorize discovery of the foreign national to determine the validity of any jurisdictional defense which it may interpose;\(^7\) but the methods by which such discovery is to be conducted sometimes vary. The customary approach has been for American counsel to treat the foreign entity as though it were domestic and greet it with the usual barrage of deposition notices and document production requests to be complied with in the American forum. Such an opening salvo often is seen as nothing more than an invitation to the foreign party to negotiate narrower voluntary arrangements, and it is certain to be resisted with resulting skirmishing and delay.

One argument with which this sort of opening barrage is being resisted with increasing frequency is the suggestion that such preliminary discovery not only should be narrowed to manageable proportions at the outset but should proceed abroad, where the witnesses and documents are located. If the discovery is obtained abroad through letters rogatory or a similar procedure, it is argued, a foreign court can rule upon the applicability of its own government’s protective statutes, secrecy laws, or rules of privilege which often are involved.
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\(^4\) If the witness is an American citizen or resident located abroad, a jurisdictional basis for the issuance of a subpoena directing appearance in this country may be found in 28 U.S.C. § 1783. There is no reported record of the use of this power to direct an American subpoena to a resident alien located outside the United States, however.


This does not mean, however, that a party is entitled to discovery regarding possible jurisdiction merely because he requests it. Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney Gen. 375 F. Supp. 318 (S.D.N.Y. 1974); Int’l Terminal Operating Co. v. Skibs A/S Hidelfjord, 63 F.R.D. 85 (S.D.N.Y. 1973).
This line of argument springs primarily from the Second Circuit’s 1960 decision in *Ings v. Ferguson*, which involved conflicting expert testimony concerning whether a Canadian statute prohibited requested document disclosure. The court held that principles of comity suggested that the discovery should be sought through letters rogatory, so that a Canadian court could pass upon the matter.

The same approach has been adopted by other courts in a variety of comparable situations; and while some American judicial antipathy to the letters rogatory procedure no doubt remains, this procedure now is being accepted more readily as an ordinary part of American pre-trial processes. The recent cases indicate a trend toward increased willingness on the part of American courts to accord the courts of a foreign nation an opportunity to pass upon the appropriate scope of discovery where the legitimate interests of that nation are involved. This attitude has been encouraged by growing awareness of the increasing availability of procedures for obtaining discovery abroad.

**III. Today’s Methods for Obtaining Discovery and Evidence Abroad**

An important factor in increasing the availability of appropriate procedures for discovery abroad is the multilateral Convention on the Taking of Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters, commonly known as the
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*282 F.2d 149 (2d Cir. 1960); see also Application of Chase Manhattan Bank, 191 F. Supp. 206 (S.D.N.Y. 1961), aff’d, 297 F.2d 611 (2d Cir. 1962).

Similar issues involving the preferability of letters rogatory for discovery in an international context under certain circumstances were raised within the past year in at least two other cases, Davis Walker Corp. v. Blumenthal, No. M8-85 (S.D.N.Y. 1978) (Japanese witness) and Evans v. Johns-Manville Sales Corp., No. 1-126-77 (Cir. Ct. Knox Co. Tenn. 1977) (English party) (asbestosis cases). In both instances, the matters in issue were resolved before the court ruled upon this argument.

Such a use of the letters rogatory procedures, where they are available, can avoid the dilemma presented to an American court which orders discovery over objection based on a foreign statute or doctrine, is confronted with inability or failure to comply, and then must face the difficult issue of appropriate sanctions (if any) for contempt. *E.g., In re Westinghouse Elec. Corp. Uranium Contracts Litigation, 563 F.2d 992; Arthur Anderson & Co. v. Finesilver, 546 F.2d 338 (10th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 1096 (1977); United States v. First Nat’l City Bank, 396 F.2d 897 (2d Cir. 1968); see generally Societe Internationale v. Rogers, 357 U.S. 197 (1958); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES § 40 (1965).
Hague Evidence Convention.\textsuperscript{10} American draftsmen played a leading role among the twenty-five nations which participated in the drafting of the Convention, and it presently is in force between the United States and nine other countries with which American litigants often are involved, including Britain, France, the Scandinavian nations, Czechoslovakia and Portugal.\textsuperscript{11} West Germany, Italy and Spain have signed the Convention but have not yet completed ratification of it,\textsuperscript{12} and the negotiating states also included parties as diverse as Japan, Israel, Egypt, and Turkey.

In addition to the Evidence Convention, two other primary sources should be consulted: 28 U.S.C. § 1783, which governs subpoena of an American citizen or resident located in a foreign country, and Rule 28(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which applies to depositions in foreign countries and is the applicable guideline when the more comprehensive Evidence Convention does not apply.

Outside the Evidence Convention countries, general statements are of limited utility. Each nation’s procedures and attitudes are likely to be somewhat different, and consultation with experienced foreign counsel in the relevant country is of great value whenever possible; indeed, such specialized local advice is no less important even when an Evidence Convention nation is involved. Individual United States embassies and legations, as well as the Office of Special Consular Services of the United States Department of State, also can help with information concerning local requirements.\textsuperscript{13} But even in countries which are not parties to the Convention, the basic discovery tools are likely to be those available under the Convention.

The Convention is of particular utility and importance because it codifies and standardizes certain procedures which are built upon a long tradition of


\textsuperscript{11}MARTINDALE-HUBBELL LAW DIRECTORY 4384 (1978). The Convention presently is in force among Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States.


\textsuperscript{13}Inquiries from interested parties or their attorneys or from courts may be addressed directly to the respective American embassies and legations in foreign capitals or to the Department of State, Washington, D.C. 20520.

Certain general information also is available in 22 C.F.R. §§ 92.49-71 (1977) (role of U.S. consular officials in deposition and letters rogatory procedures abroad) and 22 C.F.R. §§ 22.1 and 22.6 (1977) (fees and charges).

bilateral judicial cooperation. These basic procedures are likely to be available upon different terms or in different forms in non-Convention countries, too; and even in Convention states they may be amplified by bilateral agreements or limited by specific declarations or reservations. These reservations and declarations currently are printed in their entirety in only one source book: Volume 7 of the Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory. They are a particularly important source to be consulted when a Convention country is involved.

The Convention continues the traditional three-part division of methods of obtaining evidence abroad: by notice to appear before an American consular official or foreign officer, the designation of a private commissioner, or by a letter rogatory—called, in the English text of the Convention, a letter of request. Each of these three methods of proceeding is described, as well, in Federal Rule 28(b). Both the notice and the commission procedures are designed primarily for situations in which a foreign witness will cooperate voluntarily by testifying or producing documents, while the letter of request technique ordinarily is used when the compulsory power of a foreign court is to be employed.

The Evidence Convention may be used for the obtaining of testimony, in oral or written form, in English or a foreign language, frequently in the form of Common-Law examination and cross-examination; it also can be used to obtain the production of documents or the performance of any other "judicial act" of a sort which pertains to the taking of evidence. Since the Evidence Convention is the broadest and most completely elaborated set of procedures, and since it is gaining substantial adherence, its provisions and the decisions interpreting it presumably will be used increasingly as the guidelines for understanding some of the murkier byways of arrangements in which an American litigant may find himself in almost any jurisdiction.

The method to be used—notice, commission, or letter of request—will depend upon whether a witness is willing to comply voluntarily and also upon the type of internal procedures which the particular foreign nation has specified or customarily makes available to implement each method.
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14 Such cooperation long has existed among common law nations, and civil law jurisdictions also have a substantial tradition of cooperation with one another. The Evidence Convention attempts to bridge the two separate traditions.


16 Hague Evidence Convention, art. 1, supra note 10. The Convention does not extend, however, to other matters for which letters rogatory sometimes have been used, such as the service of documents or the execution of judgments. These matters are the subjects of additional international agreements. E.g., Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters, done November 15, 1965, 20 U.S.T.
A. The Volunteer Witness

Assuming that voluntary compliance can be expected, counsel might first consider simply paying the witness's expenses to travel to the United States or some other place, such as London, where the authorities have no objection to litigants proceeding informally with a private American deposition by agreement. Rule 29 of the Federal Rules authorizes such consensual measures, which are by far the quickest way to proceed.

If this is not feasible, notice or commission should be investigated. Under the notice concept, an American litigant may simply give notice of the taking of testimony, as he would in a federal suit under Rule 30, for example, without action of any court. He may specify oral or written examination before either an American consular official in the foreign country involved or an official of the foreign state authorized to administer oaths. The commission procedure contemplates a prior order by a United States court designating a particular person or category of officials as the court's "commissioner" for this purpose. The designation automatically empowers the commissioner to administer oaths; but under Rule 28(c), the commissioner before whom the evidence is taken may not be affiliated with a party or his attorney. It is ordinarily unnecessary for a foreign court to become involved in either the notice or commission procedure.

While these methods of obtaining discovery or trial evidence frequently are praised for the advantages they offer in speed and convenience, their usefulness is limited by two important considerations: they ordinarily cannot be used to compel discovery from an unwilling witness, and many nations either forbid their use or limit it with a variety of restrictions which negate their advantages. These problems are being eased in the Convention countries, since the Convention now assures that both notice and (in all nations except Denmark and Portugal) commission procedures are available in each of them on a relatively standard basis.17 Significant local variations remain, however, and the reservations and declarations printed in Volume 7 of the Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory should be consulted.

In Convention countries, the norm now is that a consular official may take the testimony of nationals of his own country, in an action pending in the courts of that country, pursuant to notice within the borders of the country to which he is accredited unless there is a general restriction by the host nation,18 but that he ordinarily must have the permission of the host country with respect to testimony of its nationals or those of a third state.19 In the case of commissioners, an institution which basically was not avail-

18Hague Evidence Convention, art. 15, supra note 10.
19Id. art. 16.
able at all in Civil-Law nations prior to the Convention, the norm is that host country permission is required under all circumstances. A primary benefit of the Convention is that participating countries may grant blanket permission for various activities of consular officials or commissioners, and a number have done so.

If a non-Convention state is involved, the same type of examination of local requirements must be made; but here, finding the operable norms may be more difficult. In some Civil-Law countries, foreign private commission-ers are not authorized under any circumstances; and the rules governing consular taking of testimony on notice—even the testimony of the consul's own nationals—can be quite restrictive. In addition, only the local rules of procedure may be permissible. The authorizations of Federal Rule 28(b) are meaningless if they cannot be matched with a right to act in the specific foreign nation in question. The best guides are a knowledgeable foreign lawyer or an inquiry addressed to the State Department.

Under the Convention, and also in some non-Convention states by bilateral agreement, an American consular official or private commissioner may be authorized to ask the local courts for compulsion against a recalcitrant witness. This practice ordinarily is quite limited, however.

Both the notice and the commission procedures are designed essentially to create situations in which a foreign sovereign authorizes Americans to go about their discovery on its soil, often in their own language and style of proceeding, with the voluntary cooperation of a witness, under a system of consents which ordinarily need not involve local authorities but which protects local sovereignty.

Although the notice and commission system seems quicker and simpler than the letters of request approach, in practice it often is not preferable. The degree of local consent, and the conditions on it, can make the necessary investigation of and compliance with the rules in a particular state highly complex and time-consuming. And in the end, usefulness of notice or a commissioner almost always depends upon a willing witness.

B. Compelling Testimony

Under the Convention, a failure to secure a witness's voluntary cooperation with the notice or commission procedure does not preclude starting
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*Id.*

16 The states which have given blanket permission thus far are Czechoslovakia, Finland, the United Kingdom and the United States.

17 E.g., Switzerland. For a discussion of some past problems with the taking of testimony there, see Jones, supra note 15, at 528-529.

18 See supra note 13. As requests for specialized services of this sort increase, it will be necessary for members of the bar who rely upon them to do what they can to assure adequate United States Government funding of the services.

19 Hague Evidence Convention, supra note 10, art. 18. Such procedures ordinarily are available only in Common-Law jurisdictions. See Jones, supra note 15, at 528, n. 37.
over again with a letter of request; but since cooperation frequently cannot be safely assumed, and since American lawyers and many foreign governmental officers are more familiar with it, the letter route often is used in the first instance. If the witness's cooperation is uncertain, it is reasonable to proceed simultaneously with both a commission and a letter, if both are permitted by the foreign state.

Here the Evidence Convention is of primary importance in codifying a system which goes beyond the customs of comity—one in which the recipient nation's "executing" authorities ordinarily must assist an American court with such compulsory force as its own courts would have in a pre-trial evidentiary situation. The Convention also clarifies the types of exceptions which may be made to this international obligation of cooperation and sets up a series of highly useful mechanical procedures. The result has been a great advance in standardization of procedure and predictability for American litigators.

Since a letter is a request of an American judge for the assistance of a foreign judicial authority, a party must of course present his discovery proposal first to the United States court for approval. If approved, the judge's letter of request then is translated (if necessary) and transmitted to the appropriate foreign authority for action. In each Convention nation, there is a designated Central Authority—comparable to the Department of Justice, which coordinates United States assistance to foreign courts—which must receive a copy of the letter and will coordinate responsive action. In transmitting letters to courts in non-Convention states, the requesting court must either discover in advance the identity of the court or officer to whom the letter should be sent or ask the assistance of American diplomatic authorities to see to the letter's delivery to the appropriate foreign court (addressed in blank as provided under Rule 28).

Rule 28(b) does not specify the contents of a letter of request, stating only that it shall be issued on application and notice "and on terms that are just and appropriate." The looseness of this language is potentially misleading, especially when contrasted with the precise and detailed requirements for a letter to a Convention nation which are specified in Article 3 of the Convention. The letter must state, among other things, the "nature" of the proceeding, including "all necessary information in regard thereto," and "the evidence to be obtained." It may specify a precise set of procedures to be used by the foreign court—for example, where foreign practices or reservations do not bar the way, the use of or translation into English, examination and cross-examination by counsel for the parties, and verbatim transcription.

2Hague Evidence Convention, supra note 10, art. 22.


Prior to the Convention, and even today in many Civil-Law countries, only the foreign state's own procedures would be available to a requesting judge, so that there frequently will be a magistrate's examination in a foreign language pursuant to written questions framed in the letter, without active participation of counsel and without a verbatim record; but under the Convention—if the letter expressly requests it and a party is willing to pay the added cost—these Civil-Law magistrate procedures may be varied somewhat. Any special form of procedure which is not totally "incompatible" with local procedures or "impossible of performance" may be used, even if it would deviate from the local Civil-Law practice. This could include, for example, the videotaping of the taking of evidence or even a deposition conducted by counsel as in the United States. Although the extent to which our procedures are "impossible of performance" abroad is not yet fully resolved, this represents a significant advance in obtaining discovery in Civil-Law Convention nations.

If a typical American-style deposition is undesirable because of costs or other reasons, or is made difficult by reservations to the Convention concerning languages, or is "impossible of performance" in a Civil-Law jurisdiction, the letter may either specify the precise questions to be put to the witness or give a more general statement of subject matter for the examination; and it may in any event specify documents or property to be produced pursuant to the foreign state's compulsory process. Evidence taken in this form may be transcribed verbatim or, if this is not requested, may be summarized by the examining officer. Evidence taken and prepared in the latter manner may well suffice for an American litigant's purposes, since under Rule 28(b) testimony taken in a form other than a verbatim transcript of examination and cross-examination still may be admissible in a federal court.

The letter also should expressly advise the foreign authority of any privileges under American law, such as the Fifth Amendment privilege against self incrimination, to which the witness would be entitled. The drafting of the letter should be of great importance to the American court and to counsel for the parties. If the letter is too sweeping, in the tradition of American "box-car" discovery, it almost surely will run afoul of foreign sensitivities. The Convention provides, as do various foreign
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See Hague Evidence Convention, supra, note 10, arts. 4, 14, which concern experts and interpreters and the costs of "special procedures."  
Id. art. 9.  
Id. art. 3(f).  
Id. art. 3(g).  
Id. arts. 11, 3.  
"protective" statutes, that a state may refuse to provide assistance to an American court in what is called the "pre-trial discovery of documents as known in Common-Law countries" \(^1\)—which is understood abroad to mean essentially the all-too-customary American "first wave" type of discovery request addressed only to the location of "leads" to relevant evidence. A distinction thus is drawn by many foreign states between "discovery" and the taking of admissible evidence for use at a trial, with only the latter likely to be permitted. Reservations of this type have been made by the United Kingdom and all of the continental parties to the Convention.\(^2\) The greater the specificity and explanation of the request, generally speaking, the higher the likelihood of its being enforced abroad.

As an aid in meeting this specificity requirement, a model letter of request was drafted in 1978 by representatives of the Convention states' central authorities. Copies are available from the United States Central Authority, the Department of Justice.

Letters of request ordinarily must be in the language of the recipient state; but the Convention specifies that, unless a state has made a reservation to the contrary, a letter sent in English and requesting the taking of evidence in English will be honored as to choice of language.\(^3\) Many states unfortunately have made such reservations;\(^4\) but in those states which have not, this opportunity simplifies one of the most costly and time-consuming aspects of discovery abroad, the frequently required use of official translators for each piece of paper involved. In a non-Convention nation, and for those Convention states with a language reservation, the need for translations, often by appropriately certified personnel, remains the rule.

In addition to the limitation on pre-trial document discovery, the Convention specifies several other limitations on the letter of request procedure. First, the letter must comply with the terms of the Convention—it must, for example, relate to a civil or commercial matter.\(^5\) Second, the letter is not to be used to obtain evidence which is not intended "for use in judicial pro-
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\(^{1}\) Hague Evidence Convention, art. 23, supra note 10.

\(^{2}\) Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory 4384-4387. The success of efforts by U.S. Government spokesmen to convince others that American "discovery" is not an aberration from international norms which requires special limitations has thus far been limited.

\(^{3}\) Hague Evidence Convention, art. 4, supra note 10.

\(^{4}\) Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory 4384-4387 (1978). The exclusion of English has been declared by all of the non-English speaking states among whom the Convention presently is in force, with the exception of Czechoslovakia and Luxembourg.

\(^{5}\) Hague Evidence Convention, art. 1, supra note 10. Neither of these terms is defined.
ceedings, commenced or contemplated.” In addition, it must call for the performance of judicial acts; for if it asks for assistance beyond the functions of the judiciary in the foreign country, cooperation may be denied. Finally, cooperation may be withheld if the action requested would be prejudicial to the foreign state’s sovereignty or security.

Besides these limitations, the Convention specifies privileges and immunities for the witness. These include both the rights provided under the executing state’s own laws and those available under the laws of the requesting state, if these requesting-state privileges are expressly set forth in the letter or are otherwise brought to the executing authority’s attention by the requesting authority. Finally, a foreign nation may by declaration make available to a witness a type of personal privilege which may not be customary in either that state or the state of the requesting court.

The use of letters rogatory or letters of request has been limited in the past by a feeling among many American lawyers—often based on little first-hand experience—that such letters involve undue delay, complexity and problems resulting from linguistic and cultural differences. As the procedures become more nearly standard from nation to nation and are more widely known in this country, this situation can be expected to change.

IV. Some Practical Questions

There are several practical questions which the American litigant seeking discovery abroad might have in mind when he investigates the existing rules and procedures applicable to the country in question:

1. How much do you really need to know which could not be obtained elsewhere (i.e., from other parties or witnesses, or commercial investigation sources, or voluntarily by bringing the witness to you)?

2. Can your needs be made narrow enough to avoid foreign notions that you are launching a fishing expedition, or do you really intend to fish?

3. Is there a particular discovery device, such as an oral deposition, which is of overriding importance under the circumstances? How does the foreign jurisdiction treat use of this device? Is there a substitute, such
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"Id.
"Id.
"Id. art. 12(a).
"Id. art. 12(b). Execution may not be refused “solely on the ground that under its internal law the State of execution claims exclusive jurisdiction over the subject matter of the action or that its internal law would not admit a right of action on it.”
"Id. art. 11.
"Id. A frequently cited example is a French privilege under which a doctor of medicine is said to be forbidden to make any disclosure respecting his patients, including even their names. See Report of the U.S. Delegation, supra note 10, 8 I.L.M. at 811-812. When France ratified the Convention, however, it made no declaration of such a privilege; nor has any other state yet utilized this opportunity to make a declaration of privilege.
as videotaping of a foreign magistrate’s examination from written questions?

4. What is your timetable? In view of the current attitude of authorities in the country in question toward discovery for use in American litigation, will your progress abroad be rapid or slow in comparison to what you expect in your American jurisdiction?

5. Finally, are the issues likely to be raised in opposition to your efforts such as you would wish to pursue in part in the foreign jurisdiction (which may or may not be the other party’s home territory) and through foreign counsel? Or, if there is a choice, would you prefer to try to fight them out initially before an American judge by seeking, if possible, to compel the discovery here?

* * *

Although so-called “liberal” discovery as we know it is not the rule abroad and probably never will be, today’s rules and procedures do represent a movement toward it.